
BIOBIO
Gambardellas band was born in 2011 by the will of Mauro Gambardella. Mauro is a professional
drummer who worked with different italian indie rock bands and artists (the R’s, George Merk and Paletti),
who wanted to start a new solo project. During 2012 Mauro had been working in his home studio arranging
and recording some of his songs. The result of his hard work was “Sloppy Sounds”, the first Gambardellas’
album. The album, produced by Fabio “FabzTheDale” Dalè and Mauro itself and mixed by the producer
Fabio Trentini (Guano Apes), was characterized by all Mauro’s musical influences: from garage rock to power
pop music. “Sloppy Sounds” was released on February 2013 with BigWave Records and it was well acclaimed
by critics and audience. The three singles taken from the album (Flash, Tito and Needs) were released on the
three of the major italian musical web sites: Rockol (rockol.it), RollingStoneMagazine
(rollingstonemagazine.it) and La Repubblica XL (xl.repubblica.it). The “Sloppy Sounds tour 2013”
was composed by more than 40 gigs all over Italy and gave them the chance to open a few concerts for some
of the major italian artists (such as Ministri, Fast Animals and Slow Kids, Aucan, King of the Opera, Il Pan
del Diavolo). On September 2013, thanks to the official entry in the line up of Glenda Frassi (guitar-
backing vocals) and Grethel Frassi (keys-backing vocals), Gambardellas became a proper band. On
the same month the “new” band recorded a new EP at IndieHub studio (Milan) titled “Ashes” (released on
BigWave records on Feb. 2014). “Ashes” was produced by Giovanni Spinotti (former Bob Clearmountain
assistant) and Gambardellas and it represents a brand new musical landscape for the band: the sounds have
become darker and heavier and the lyrics much more critical and up to now. "Ashes" leads Gambardellas to
greater compositional maturity and it signs the continuous development of the band. The "Ashes tour
2014" brings the band all over Italy and Europe for more than 30 gigs. Besides many opening concert for
famous italian rock bands on July 31st 2014 Gambardellas perform even at the Woodstock Poland
Festival (750.000 people attending). On September 2014 Gambardellas release the new single "One in a
million" and star the last leg of the "Ashes tour". GAMBARDELLAS are:Mauro Gambardella: vocals,
drums, percussionGlenda Frassi: guitars, backing vocalsGrethel Frassi: backing vocals, keys, percussion

ASHESASHES
After the lucky debut album “Sloppy Sounds” (2013), the new Gambardellas' “ASHES” Ep, the band
born from Mauro Gambardella's will (former drummer of many different italian indie bands such as thee
Jones Bones, George Merk, The R’s and Paletti), will be released on February 3rd 2014.
“ASHES”, produced by Giovanni Spinotti (former Bob Clearmonuntain assistant) and Gambardellas,
recorded and mixed by Giovanni Spinotti at IndieHub Studio in Milan, mastered by Lee Fletcher at
Fletchertronics (UK), represents a turning point for the band on different ways. First of all, thanks to the
official entry in the line up of Glenda Frassi (guitar-backing vocals) and Grethel Frassi (keys-
backing vocals), Gambardellas have become a proper band, in addition the new Ep represents a brand
new musical landscape for the band: sounds have become darker and heavier and lyrics are much more
critical and up to now. The new image of the band, according to the new sound of ASHES, is reflected in
Zoe Vincenti's photos and in the artwork made by Paolo Martini of Recur.Action Clothing.

ASHES Ep is composed by three original songs and one cover song. Among the original scores the title track
and first single “Ashes” stands out with its introduction made by a distorted organ and a chorus where
Mauro’s voice singing about rebirth and redemption emerges from a sea of fuzzy guitar riffs. Even if the
instrumental parts have become more heavy and aggressive,the band doesn’t lose his touch on writing catchy
song in the following “One in a million” and “Devils”. A rearranged version of The Black Keys' s “I got
mine” closes the Ep, a song that the band has played many times during its previous tour and that well
represents a greater compositional maturity and the continuous development of the band.



Tracklist:1) Ashes - 2) One in a million - 3) Devils - 4) I got mine

Credits:

Music by Gambardellas 

Lyrics by Mauro Gambardella 

Except "I got mine" music and lyrics by The Black Keys

Bass played by Massimo Panella except on "I got mine" played by Glenda Frassi.

Produced by Giovanni Spinotti and Gambardellas

Recorded @ Indiehub Studio, Italy 

Engineered by Giovanni Spinotti 

Assistant engineer Gabriele Simoni

Mixed by Giovanni Spinotti @ Indiehub Studio

Mastered by Lee Fletcher @ Studio Fletchertronics, UK

Photo by Zoe VincentiStyling by Silvia Ortombina
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